The Minimax M2
Water Softener
Compact, powerful and efficient water softening for your home
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Hard water damages
your home

What damage does limescale cause?
Deposits of minerals (scale) in heater elements in your
kettle, dishwasher and washing machine can result in
expensive faults and an overall shorter life span of the
appliance. The same deposits are found in your water
pipes and hot water cylinder, which will increase your
heating costs considerably.
Just ¼” (6mm) of scale will increase your water heating
costs by 55%.

What causes hard water?
Rainwater is naturally completely soft. It only absorbs
minerals such as calcium and magnesium when it hits the
ground, which then causes limescale when the water is
heated up.

The effects of hard water are very real for
homeowners - it damages heating systems,
appliances and leaves unsightly marks
everywhere it touches.

The Minimax M2 is
designed to solve all
your hard water problems.

What are the benefits
of softened water?
Softened water from Minimax offers exceptional benefits
to you and your home, from sparkling sinks and taps to
spotlessly clean bathrooms and kitchens.
Once you have a Minimax installed you will wonder how
you lived without it!

Cost savings
Softened water has a wide range of practical and
financial benefits. It’s often considered an essential
money saving endeavour especially in hotels,
laundrettes, cafes, restaurants and schools.

Hard water can also be a contributing
factor to skin conditions such as
eczema, psoriasis and very dry skin.

The benefits of
a water softener
How does a water softener work?
Under a microscope, the minerals in hard water look
similar to a snowflake with sharp irregular features.
These minerals are filtered out through a water softener
as they become trapped in the resin. In exchange for
the minerals, your home is provided with beautifully
softened water.

What makes the M2 special?
The Minimax M2 is the latest generation in water
softening design. It’s market leading advanced twin
cylinder technology means you have luxury softened
water 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
It also features the highest flow rates and runs on block
salt which conveniently take up half the space of tablet salt.
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The Minimax M2 is revolutionary in design, compact enough to fit under your
kitchen sink, it works by removing minerals which exist in hard water.
Leaving you with pure, softened water which is better for you, your health
and your home.

High flow rates
Most modern homes are fitted with direct mains
pressure plumbing systems and power showers. The M2
has been designed with this in mind and the latest model
has increased the continous flow rate capabilities to
over 55 litres per minute, making it a leader in its field.

The Minimax M2
water softener

Accurate metering for maximum flow rates
Displacement meters allow the Minimax to
regenerate with absolute accuracy, giving it a
huge advantage over paddle wheel meter designs.
Perfect for tank fed indirect and direct plumbing
systems, such as combination boilers and
unvented cylinders. Your Minimax M2 is powerful
enough to last and you can take it with you if you
move home.

The ultimate Block Salt softener
Strong robust cabinet design
The British designed, manufactured and
hand built softener has been carefully engineered
to cope with the intricacies of all British plumbing
systems, from tanks in the loft to combination
boilers and high flow unvented hot water
cylinders. The Minimax M2 offers high flow rates
with extremely good salt and water efficiency that
suits all homes.

Great British engineering

Clear lid for easy
salt monitoring

Easy to handle Block Salt

490mm
19.3”

Twin cylinder for 24 hour
softened water
206mm
8.1”

A solution that takes the hassle out of refilling your
softener, unlike traditional tablet salt which comes
in heavy 25kg sacks, block salt comes in lightweight
4kg bricks.
Filling your softener is simple. Two blocks of salt are
required - an average hard water home will use less
than a block of salt per person, per month.

445mm
17.5”

Non-electric,
great efficiency, low running cost
The power of water flow cuts out the need for electricity.
With no timers, motors, adjustments or complicated
programming, the Minimax M2 makes water softening
simple.

The twin cylinder design of the
Minimax allows for softened
water 24 hours a day and more
than enough capacity to supply
softened water for a large family.
A single cylinder softener has to
regenerate at night which wastes
capacity, salt and water, as well as
not constantly providing the home
with softened water. This creates
soft water that never feels quite
soft enough.

Soft water all day
everyday

Our water softeners are sold through a network of
professional, independent and carefully selected
local water treatment businesses. This means your
Minimax dealer is expertly placed to give you the
best advice for your home and your needs.

www.minimax.co.uk
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